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It has been said in many a learn’ed book, 
to effectively write, that the premise or 

summary should be thrown down at first light. 
This, in order to prepare the audience if there 
indeed be one, of the intentions movements 
and wit thereof.

Not that this is unimportant, as I among us 
keenly value my time and would put it to that 
which already resonates within. Leaving the 
muses of unknown authors, with unknown 
intentions, shuddered aside for those as comes 
well recommended.

Now after strict trial, I do so take leave of the well recommended, as writings such as these 
should not be bound by the comforts of known sources, but the ever-present desire to ac-
tively engage in a discomfort. Allowing for a sense of awareness which is sorely amiss in the 
entrance or introductions of the day.  And I desireth that you my brothers, attempt to make 
your way among my thoughts without predisposition or lazy eye, towards what comes next 
in course or pre-text.

I will not admit that these thoughts or ideas are mine alone, as the universe and its concepts 
are equally open to all with a desire to participate. I say to you in proof of which I speak, 
where were you first made a Mason? Was it not upon touching a truth so great.., that once 
beheld, could not be let go of? 

Did you not once shiver and shudder, naked and alone, in thoughts of whence you came? 
Are not we bound my Brothers, by a common individual experience of the same? So I beg 
you now, to tilt so slightly, your thoughts on the subject of the perfect points; for in them 
are laid bare the hidden secrets which are so espoused to all hearts, ready for imprint’s start.

Masonry has so eloquently put in reference to all great truths professed, by all eludication 
on the individual and his observance of his own actions; the specific synergistic lenses 
known to us through Masonic ritual as the perfect points of entrance. These, are said to be 
illustrated by the four Cardinal Virtues: Temperance - Fortitude - Prudence and Justice. In 
action, these points are identified with higher thoughts, nobler deeds and greater achieve-
ments. 
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This paper did not of it’s self appear. As always, and in the truest sense of universal 
truth amongst authors, a moment was experienced which precipitated its voice. This 

moment.., the moment in question, occurred during a discourse among brethren imbibing 
in food and drink, during a table side examination of a Lodge paper presentation.

A moment in which the title of said paper, “Traditional Observance”, was being tossed about 
in regard to our type of Masonic fraternity and, whether or not the word, “Traditional”, was 
relevant or misleading in the description of such a Lodge as to which, we ourselves, table-
side subscribe. Observance; I sallied forth, as drink always loosens thy tongue, has been 
with us since time immemorial as one can not be individual without the sense of it, whereas, 
“Traditional”, can make no such claim now or otherwise.

Now begins that which was not summarized. The divergence of thy own thoughts, a thought 
put aloud to said table and crowd to which certain quick glances and whispers were ex-
changed, putting the thought of directed discourse of same, to rest... at a most pregnant 
pause.

This I admit, left myself to the side, and contemplate I did far and wide, of something once 
said of our secret side, “Thou castest not perils to swine!” Now lest you think I’m one hun-
dred percent, I know not the meanings of the glances, nor whispers spent, only that the 
pregnancy of thy thought expressed, died for want of an-others cry, in the direction so 
amplified.

And what of which I so expressed, that died the stillborns death? “The essence of observance 
must be contemplated from the second sense”. Directly put, to make simple sense, is that the 
observance of our actions must also in turn be observed as put to the higher creative sense. 
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How does the higher self exert it’s self ? And to what etho’s makes it so?

So Masonically declared and present in our ritual if read justly so, that the formation to 
habit of higher thoughts, nobler deeds, and greater achievements, be our directives from 
him as sitteth Judge Supreme; by where we set our worldly adventures, and so on, in ac-
cordance with creative thought and expression thereof.

No perfect point can stand apart of the other three, fore how does higher thought as-
cend if not aided by the remaining three? And to which do we ascribe noble, if there be 
no higher course? Is not the very thing of higher achievement made so, by reaching a 
fore-telling reality in contemplation of the same points, made real by a fixed purpose of 
observation (imagination), to self express?  

And such as this; is not the question 
of habit, the question of who goes to 
sleep and who awakes on a plane in 
which all things, physical and men-
tal... change? The lenses plainly put are 
the entrance to that second sense. The 
most efficient way in which we may fix 
with steady purpose, our creative force 
to the path of good and balance. 

Forgive me now for the esoteric comes 
to mind, and mind is not to be taken 
as is, but to foster, hold and inculcate 
in a fashion; as to which the perfect 
points direct to express.

Now to grind the meat as it were, of 
this organic and self-centered paper. 
Observance in the second sense is 
awareness heaven sent. And now with 
more to be said.., I close out with a 
perfect point, to which a long lost 
most pregnant pause is said to have 
resurrected it’s self. 

Having been often tried, never de-
nied, and now willing to be tried 
again - by you my Brothers, in hopes 
of yet again; a few quick glances and 
whispers, I know not of.., in the least 
percent.
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